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(or yitu)> adv. of place, here, in this place; hence, here, in
this world, K. Pr. 102 (bis).
u, see yaitu.
yitha, rel. pron. adv. of manner, as K. Pr. 46; tithay . . . yitha,
so . . . as, exactly like, 100,
hu, rel. pron. adj. of manner, of what kind, as; with emph. y,
yuthny, 55 ; used adverbially, exactly as, 64.
yuQ*, adj. many, much, 102; K. Pr. 102; as adv., very much,
103,    In all these cases with emph. y, yu&lty.
yi&h, f. wish, desire, loving longing, 29, 40, 45; sg. abl. yfahi,
29, or (m. c.) yi&he, 45.
yozan3 m. a league; yozana-lach, a hundred thousand leagues,
26.
zi, conj. that, so that (consecutive), 48.
zad, adj. non-sentient, inert; zada-rtip'1', like an insentient thing,
stolid, 20.
ztide, see zutu.
sadal, adj. pierced with holes (as in a sieve); zadal Midy, a
shade full of holes, like that thrown by a broken thatch,
K. Pr. 102,
zag, £ the world, 16.
zdgun, to watch a person (dat.), 48; to be watchful, to keep
wide awake (in this sense used impersonally in the past
tenses), 78, 79; fut. sg. 3, zdgi, 78, 79; past part. m. sg.,
with suff 1st pers. sg. ag. and 3rd pers. sg. dat., zdgumas,
I remained watching him, 48.
zigar, m. the liver (the seat of the affections and desires), 49.
zak, card, two, 75.
zal, m. water, 38-40, ..45, 47, 81; sg. gen, zaluku (f. sg. ag.
zalaci dom, with a stream of water, 39, 40); pi. dat. zalan,
81; zala-hostP, a water-elephant, a sea-elephant (a mythical
animal), 47.
z0lu, m. the joint where a branch leaves the parent stem, or
where two branches commence to fork; hence, met. Mla-zolu,
efflux, or passing, of time, 64; sg. ag. (or instr,) zofi, 64.
zalamay, m. that which is composed of water; hence, the waste
of waters which is all that is left at the destruction of the
universe, 93.    Cf. may.
zdlmi, to burn (transitive), to burn up; past part. m. sg., with
suff. 1st pers. sg. ag. zolum, 49.
zalawmiu, n. ag. burning,  fiery hot, blazing;  £ sg. nom.
zalawam (m. c. for zalawuffi), 57.
zdmmi, to yawn; fut. (in sense of pres.) sg. 3, zami, 46.
zan, 1, m. a man, a person; hence, the world of men, people
31; sg. dat. (in sense of loc.), zanas, 31.

